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How many people order supplies at your facility? If more than one, 

it can be challenging to get a true accounting, both financially and 

inventory-wise. And then you run the risk of going over budget, or, 

worse, having expired medications and other materials on hand. 

Our PO Advantage Value-Added Tool is your solution: Manage all your 

POs, invoices and supplier payments-as well as make purchases

on one breakthrough platform. 

VERY EASY TO GET STARTED 

Before you star t thinking this will be something 
complicated to set up and use, with a long 
learning curve, hold on. 

HPS, or rather Med Procure, the company that 
developed the tool: 

• handles the setup for you, using your
purchasing information

• teaches you and your staff how to use the tool

• is available whenever you want to make changes

• is just a call away to answer your questions.

In other words, we hand le the back end, and you 
get credit for taking control of your organization's 
purchasing and supplies management. 

SPECIFICALLY 

• Incorporate all your vendors, including HPS 
vendors like GFS, McKesson, Staples, Lowe's, 
and every other company you shop with, in
cluding on line retailers like Amazon.

• Multiple vendors, one purchase order.
• Grant specific permissions based on 

thresholds and category.
• View all your POs at once, so you maintain 

oversight and monitor PO status in real time.

COST 

HPS Members always pay the smallest fees 
available: $95 monthly service fee per 
location; $1,500 setup fee per location. 

WHAT'S THE ADVANTAGE? 

• Pricing Audits
Know you are paying the right price, every time.
PO Advantage automatically manages, tracks
and audits pricing under the HPS contracts you
use (including GFS and McKesson), as well as
from any other place you purchase from, from
Amazon to other direct contracts and special
pricing agreements you have.

• Helps Eliminate Human Error
PO Advantage integrates effortlessly with most
accounting systems to eliminate double entry
and errors. It also provides punch out solutions
to vendors when you prefer to shop their
catalogs yet maintain formulary and purchase
order controls.

• Inventory Tracking
Track on-hand inventory levels for any or all
items you maintain. Eliminate waste by tracking
expiration dates and serial/lot numbers on
pharmaceuticals and other expensive and
critical products.

• Resident Charges
PO Advantage even allows long-term care
facilities to track supply usage for their residents,
eliminating the need for multiple systems.
Staff simply and quickly notes usage on a PC,
tablet or smart phone.

GETTING STARTED 

Visit poadvantage.com and ask for a demo of 
the site. For assistance, contact David Quattlebaum 
at dquattle@medprocure.com. 


